ADDENDUM COVER SHEET
Addendum No. 3

Miles Mack Playground RFP
Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority
Issue Date: March 10, 2020

The following addendum information shall become an integral part of the contract documents. This information shall modify, adjust, clarify, and/or add requirements to the contract documents.

Changes to bid documents are as follows. Refer to attached revised Specifications and Drawings.

DRAWINGS: (JMT Architecture-Building)

G0.0 – Cover sheet
  - Updated addendum and issue date

A1.1 – Demolition RCP
  - Existing lighting fixtures to be removed and salvaged have been added to the plan
  - Updated RCP demo legend

A3.0 Reflected Ceiling Plans
  - Added new lighting design information to the plan
  - Added reinstalled existing lights on the plan

A4.0 Exterior Elevations
  - Updated exterior emergency lighting information
  - Updated exterior lighting information

E1.01 Floor Plan – Electrical Demolition
  - Modified demolition notes
  - Modified lighting fixtures to show existing to remain fixtures

E2.01 Floor Plan – Lighting
  - Modified drawing notes
  - Added lighting fixture schedule
  - Added new and existing to remain lighting fixture layout